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Quantum Theory and Gravity

General Relativity and Quantum Theory: not only very
different domains of validity, but very different theories:

General Relativity: smoothness and geometry

Quantum Mechanics: probability and uncertainty

Einstein equations tie together matter and geometry:

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR

︸ ︷︷ ︸

classical?

= κTµν
︸︷︷︸

quantum?

→ mathematical and conceptual inconsistencies?
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Unsolved Questions

Singularities in General Relativity (GR)
– Black holes: gravitational collapse generically unavoidable
– Cosmological ("big bang") singularity: what ‘happened’ at t = 0?
– Singularity theorems: space and time ‘end’ at the singularity

Singularities in Quantum Field Theory (QFT)
– Perturbation theory: UV divergences in Feynman diagrams
– Can be removed by infinite renormalizations order by order
– But: Standard Model (or its extensions) unlikely to exist as rigorous QFTs

Difficulties have similar origin:
– Spacetime as a continuum ( = differentiable manifold) in GR and QFT
– Elementary particles as pointlike excitations in GR and QFT

Structure of space-time at the smallest distances?
‘Smallest distance’: Planck scales ℓP ∼ 10−33cm and tP = 10−43sec

[Planck mass: MP = 1019 GeV ∼ 10−5g ]
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Geometry and Matter

Einstein’s equations once more:

Rµν −
1

2
gµνR

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Marble?

= κTµν
︸︷︷︸

Timber?

Question: can we understand the r.h.s. geometrically?

Or: what is the relation between gravitation and the
other fundamental (strong and electroweak) forces?

And: is the ‘geometrization’ of matter an unavoidable
prerequisite for consistent quantization of gravity?
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A Basic Fact

Perturbative quantum gravity is non-renormalizable

Γ
(2)
div =

1

ε

209

2880

1

(16π2)2

∫

dV CµνρσC
ρσλτCλτ

µν

[Goroff, Sagnotti; van de Ven]
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∫

dV CµνρσC
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[Goroff, Sagnotti; van de Ven]

Two possible conclusions:

Consistent quantization of gravity requires a radical
modification of Einstein’s theory at short distances,
in particular inclusion of (supersymmetric) matter; or

UV divergences are artefacts of perturbative treatment
⇒ disappear upon non-perturbative quantization?

This dichotomy has led to ...
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The Big Divide
[cf. M. Blau, Lecture at ETH, June 2011]

Hypothesis 1: GR (complemented by QFT and the Standard
Model of Particle Physics) correctly describes the physical
degrees of freedom also at the smallest distances, we just
need to improve on our (non-perturbative) technology.

Hypothesis 2: GR is an effective (low energy, ‘emergent’ )
theory arising at large distances from a more fundamental
Planck scale theory whose basic degrees of freedom are
very different from either GR or QFT (and as yet unknown).

In other words: Is Quantum Gravity merely the quantization
of Einstein Gravity or is it something altogether different?
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Approaches to Quantum Gravity

Supergravity, Superstring and M Theory [→ weeks I & II]

... preferred by particle theorists

Canonical quantum gravity: geometrodynamics,
loop quantum gravity (LQG) [→ S. Alexandrov]

... preferred by general relativists

Other:
– Path integrals: Euclidean, Lorentzian, matrix models,...
– Discrete quantum gravity (I): spin foams, group field theory... [→ D. Oriti]

– Discrete quantum gravity (II): Causal dynamical triangulations [→ J. Ambjorn]

– Non-commutative geometry and non-commutative space-time
– Asymptotic safety and RG fixed points [→ D. Litim]

– Emergent (quantum) gravity [→ P. Horava, E. Verlinde]

– Causal histories, cellular automata, ....

– .........
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Asymptotic Safety?
Hypothesis: perturbatively treated GR may be OK, provided
there is a non-trivial fixed point of the RG flow for G 6= 0
(in an infinite-dimensional space of couplings).

Questions (from a skeptic):
– How to consistently truncate RG flow to a finite-dimensional subspace of couplings?
– How can RG flow be reconciled with general covariance?
– How can unitarity be maintained with higher order couplings ∝

∏
m,n DmRn ?

– SM Landau poles must also be taken care of by RG fixed point!

– The acid test: RG evolution of 2-loop counterterm? [J. Distler]
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The ‘Superworld’

Basic strategy: render gravity perturbatively consistent
(i.e. finite) by radically modifying GR at short distances

Supersymmetry: matter (fermions) ↔ forces (bosons)
→ cancellation of UV divergences in perturbation theory?

Maximally symmetric point field theories

D = 4, N = 8 Supergravity

D = 11 Supergravity

Supersymmetric extended objects

No point-like interactions → no UV singularities?

IIA/IIB und heterotic superstrings (D = 10)

Supermembranes and M(atrix)-Theory (D = 11)
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String Theory

Not simply a theory of one-dimensional extended
objects: D-branes, M -branes, ...

Microscopic BH Entropy: S = 1
4A ( + corrections)

Holography: the key to quantum gravity? [→ G. ’t Hooft]

New ideas for physics beyond the Standard Model:
– Low energy supersymmetry and the MSSM
– Large extra dimensions and brane worlds (but D = 4??)
– Multi- (or mega-)verses and the ‘string landscape’

→ a new El Dorado for experimentalists?

... but so far no evidence for any of these ideas!

Main question: What is String Theory?
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More Symmetry?

BKL analysis of spacelike (cosmological) singularities
in GR reveals evidence of huge duality symmetries of
indefinite (hyperbolic) Kac–Moody type.

⇒ Idea: symmetry underlying unification and quantum
gravity (or "M Theory") visible only at the singularity?
cf.: zero tension limit of string theory, high energy scattering [→ S. Giddings]

A uniquely distinguished symmetry: E10 → encodes all
known facts about maximally supersymmetric theories
– different ‘slicings’ of E10 yield D = 11, mIIA, IIB, . . . supermultiplets
– field equations as ‘null geodesic motion’ on E10/K(E10)

– expansion in spatial gradients = expansion in heights of E10 roots

A Lie algebraic mechanism for the ‘de-emergence’ of
space(-time) at the cosmological singularity?
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Very recent work has shown that N = 8 supergravity

... is super-finite up to four loops [Bern et al., 0905.2326]

... and might thus be finite to all orders for D = 4!

5-loop computation is underway [→ Z. Bern]

SUSY and (nonlinear) E7(7) ⇒ finite up to L = 7!
NB: ‘obvious’ L = 7 counterterm (=

∫
d4xd32θE) vanishes on-shell!

If true, this raises new questions: superstring theory (partly)
motivated by expectation that N = 8 SUGRA is divergent !

Also: N = 8 SUGRA is not a decoupling limit of string
theory if non-perturbative states are taken into account.
Just in case LHC keeps not finding any new fundamental spin- 1

2
fermions:

N = 8 SUGRA does have the ‘right’ number of spin- 1
2

fermions (48 = 3× 16)!

(after supersymmetry breaking and conversion of eight fermions into Goldstinos)
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Background Independence?
According to Wikipedia, Background Independence, also called Universality, is the concept

or assumption, fundamental to all physical sciences, that the nature of reality is consistent

throughout space and time. More specifically, no observer can, under any circumstances,

perform a measurement that yields a result logically inconsistent with a previous

measurement, under a set of rules that are independent of where and when the observations

are made. More concretely: a proper formulation of quantum gravity should not depend on a

given metric or any other given background structure!
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or assumption, fundamental to all physical sciences, that the nature of reality is consistent

throughout space and time. More specifically, no observer can, under any circumstances,

perform a measurement that yields a result logically inconsistent with a previous

measurement, under a set of rules that are independent of where and when the observations

are made. More concretely: a proper formulation of quantum gravity should not depend on a

given metric or any other given background structure!

Of course, everyone agrees on this desideratum, but ....
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Canonical Quantization

Non-perturbative and background independent approach:
quantum metric fluctuations and quantum geometry

Hamiltonian approach: manifest space-time covariance
is lost through split (‘foliation’) of space-time according
to M = Σ× R with spatial manifold Σ and time R

→ Space-time geometry as the evolution of spatial
geometry in time according to Einstein’s equations

Canonical dynamical degrees of freedom

gij(t,x) and Πij(t,x) =
δSEinstein

δġij(t,x)

Dynamics defined by constraints (via shift and lapse).
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Geometrodynamics

Quantization in Schrödinger picture [Πij(x) → −i~δ/δgij(x)]
leads to Wheeler-DeWitt Equation (1962)

−~
2Gijkl

δ2Ψ[g]

δgik(x)δgjl(x)
−√

gR(3)(x)Ψ[g] = 0

for Wave Function(al) of the Universe Ψ[g].
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Quantization in Schrödinger picture [Πij(x) → −i~δ/δgij(x)]
leads to Wheeler-DeWitt Equation (1962)

−~
2Gijkl

δ2Ψ[g]

δgik(x)δgjl(x)
−√

gR(3)(x)Ψ[g] = 0

for Wave Function(al) of the Universe Ψ[g].

→ Schrödinger equation of quantum gravity?

Conceptual difference: WDW equation is ‘timeless’
→ Ψ[g] contains information ‘from beginning to end’

Hope: can resolve classical singularities if wave functional
Ψ[g] smears over singular geometries (similar in spirit to
resolution of Coulomb singularity for hydrogen atom)
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Conceptual and interpretational problems
– Physical interpretation of ‘wave function of the universe’ Ψ[g]?
– Quantum theory in the cosmological context: Copenhagen vs. many worlds?
– Decoherence and the emergence of a classical (FRW or de Sitter) universe?
– Origin of time and time arrow?
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Conceptual and interpretational problems
– Physical interpretation of ‘wave function of the universe’ Ψ[g]?
– Quantum theory in the cosmological context: Copenhagen vs. many worlds?
– Decoherence and the emergence of a classical (FRW or de Sitter) universe?
– Origin of time and time arrow?

Mathematical Challenges
– Singular functional differential equation
– Just the old UV divergences in a new guise?
– No Hilbert space of wave functionals?

Very little progress in more than 40 years:
“... that damned equation!” (Bryce DeWitt)

Ways out?
– Ignore difficulties and proceed heuristically?
– Simplify WDW equation: mini-superspace and midi-superspace?
– ‘change variables’: metric gij → (Ashtekar) connection Ai

a (D = 4 and D = 3 only)
– Spin networks and spin foams: a discrete structure at the Planck scale?
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New canonical variables: holonomy (along link e)

he[A] = P exp

∫

e

A

Conjugate variable = flux through area element S

F a
S [E] :=

∫

S

dF a =

∫

S

ǫmnpEa
mdxn ∧ dxp

act on wave functionals Ψ{Γ,C}[A] = fC

(

he1 [A], . . . , hen [A]
)

with spin network Γ (graph consisting of links and vertices).

New features: non-separable (kinematical) Hilbert space ⇒
operators not weakly continuous, no UV divergences, no
negative norm states? BUT: semi-classical limit?
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Spin Foams

Heuristically: Spin foam = evolution of spin network in ‘time’.

j1

j1

j2

j2

j3j3

→ spin labels now attached to faces of simplicial complex.
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Spin Foam Models

Dynamics defined via generalized spin state sum model

Zφ =
∑

spins {j}

∏

f,e,v

Af ({j}) Ae({j}) Av({j})

with amplitudes for faces f , edges e and vertices v.
→ a novel way of defining models of lattice gravity!

Main question: real or regularized quantum space-time?

Further technical and conceptual issues:
– Riemannian SO(4) ∼= SO(3)× SO(3) vs. Lorentzian SO(1, 3) ∼= SL(2,C)?
– Oscillatory or Wick rotated path integral: exp(iS) vs. exp(−S)?

– Emergence of classical gravity (Newton’s law) at long distances?
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Quantum gravity and experiment?

Any direct check must contend with smallness of
Planck scale → seems completely hopeless....

But there may exist indirect checks: is it possible to
link known physics to Planck scale physics, e.g. via
– Astrophysics and the early universe?
– In particular: quantum cosmology?
– Elementary particle physics?

Or do there exist cumulative effects, such as e.g.
– Modified dispersion laws for cosmic rays?
– Unexplained ‘mystery noise’ in GEO600 detector?

However: without a tight theoretical framework there
are almost unlimited possibilities for such ‘predictions’!
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A Key Issue: Non-Uniqueness

Practically all existing approaches suffer from a large (or
even infinite) number of ambiguities preventing (so far) any
kind of prediction with which the theory will stand or fall.

Superstrings: 10500 (or even more?) ‘consistent’ vacua:
Landscape, Multiverse and Anthropic Principle?

LQG: 10500 ‘consistent’ Hamiltonians?

Discrete Gravity: 10500 ‘consistent’ lattice models?

The (implicit) claim that (almost) anything goes ignores
important lessons from GR and QFT (e.g. anomalies)!

So better start looking for inconsistencies!

Otherwise ansätze may remain ‘fantasy’ [G.W. Gibbons]
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The future of Quantum Gravity?
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Waiting for the news from LHC

Where is Higgs and what is mH?

... and if there is no Higgs: even better???

Low energy supersymmetry — to be or not to be?

Large extra dimensions?

Strong gravity at the TeV scale?

Crucial question: are there new scales between the
weak scale and the Planck scale associated with
..., substructure (e.g. technicolor), GUTs, supersymmetry, brane worlds,...?

Or is there a ‘grand desert’: can the Standard Model
survive all the way up to the Planck scale?

→ an unobstructed view of Planck scale physics?
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Prospects (I)

Existing approaches stress different aspects:

Background independence and quantum geometry

UV finiteness and perturbative consistency

Unification of matter and gravitation

However ...

The hypotheses underlying the different approaches
may not be mutually compatible →
‘Grand synthesis’ appears unlikely (at least for now)

To discriminate between numerous different ansätze
and ideas, need to rely more on Occam’s razor!
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Prospects (II)

Theoretical search has generated many ideas...
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Prospects (II)

Theoretical search has generated many ideas...

... but to arrive at testable predictions and to ‘beat’ the
smallness of the Planck scale we must try to pin down
the correct theory more or less uniquely −→
Search for the ‘right’ theory is still far from finished!

Outside Views:

D. Overbye, String theory, at 20, explains it all (or not) (New York Times, 7 Dec. 2004);
M. Rauner, Aus! (DIE ZEIT, 26 Januar 2006);
Tied up with string? (NATURE, November 2006);
S. Alexandrov and P. Roche, arXiv:1009.4475[gr-qc]
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Theoretical search has generated many ideas...

... but to arrive at testable predictions and to ‘beat’ the
smallness of the Planck scale we must try to pin down
the correct theory more or less uniquely −→
Search for the ‘right’ theory is still far from finished!

Outside Views:

D. Overbye, String theory, at 20, explains it all (or not) (New York Times, 7 Dec. 2004);
M. Rauner, Aus! (DIE ZEIT, 26 Januar 2006);
Tied up with string? (NATURE, November 2006);
S. Alexandrov and P. Roche, arXiv:1009.4475[gr-qc]

Thank you for your attention
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